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danced together



a survival guide for community

an operation manual for dancing



“If we come from different cultural and dance

backgrounds, then what kind of space can

formally allow us to dance with each other,

without being as exclusive as a cypher or as

pedestrian as a general dance floor?”

-Vanessa Marian



Drawing 1: the funnel - one hopefully emerges

feeling danced and a sense of togetherness



Bring Your Own

dancing skills:

your full trained capacity is welcome

as is musicality and rhythmic understanding



curiosity and play:

try other dancers' musical and movement

patterns on your body

start dancing at the slightest impulse and see

where it leads



acculturated body:

know that your body is full of moves that have

been learnt accidentally from music videos or

family and friends. bring these moves and bring

your awareness of all those moves



capacity for listening:

the key for supportive coexistence and cohesion



etiquette

touch the floor with one hand to enter (the

dancing space)

keep facing the dancing space as you leave

1+1+1

the cycle will operate 1 song, 1 silence, 1 track of

sound. Anyone can select any of them

Vibe

talking is primarily to encourage hype

eyes out and available

alter conditions if it helps you find your dancing

actively spectate as a participant

a group will start and finish the journey together

late participants will join for the next cycle

know the end of the first song is nearing and

keep dancing beyond it

all participants tap floor in unison to signal finish

your dancing need not fulfill or match the music



tools



double hit on the floor with two hands =

all in

clasped hands with interlaced fingers =

dance with me

double clap =

change what you're doing

continuous slapping on thighs =

stay and play/develop what you've found

hands wheel forward =

disrupt what you've got going on

hold ear =

listen and dance to polyrhythms

knock on the floor =

make a formation



tasks &amp; responsibilities for you, the dancer



take pleasure in your hard earned skill, it is

inspiring to other dancers even of different

training

think about the spatial composition/image being

created but don't let it define the moment

make an offer to someone if they are lost &amp; be

open to offers that you in fact were lost

making space for others' dancing is just as

important as activating the space through your

own dancing

everything is an invitation, stay aware that people

may join you

songs that defy genre often have more space in

them that allows variety in dancing

know if something is happening, if nothing is

happening, or if something is emerging

entering at 40% energy leaves room to grow

joining/dancing with someone doesn't

necessitate dancing the same as them
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